In 1971, the Western world was in the midst of the Cold War and debates raged about how we should act to ensure our long-term security and safety. In the same year, B.F. Skinner published his highly controversial book, *Beyond Freedom and Dignity*. Already renowned as a behaviourist, social philosopher, inventor and professor of psychology at Harvard University, he set out to develop the ideas of how we could solve the world’s growing problems. The controversial element was that, unlike conventional philosophical thought, Skinner did not consider man as fundamentally different from animals. Strongly influenced by Darwin’s idea of natural selection, he believed that man, just like other animals, performs behaviours which are reinforcing or avoid aversive consequences. Unlike previous philosophers who believed that man has internal drives to do good, be heroic or make a choice to perform antisocial acts, Skinner believed these were outside our internal control and produced by environmental reinforcers. Applying strict scientific method, he wished to explore these complex reinforcers. He believed that social policy should encourage and reinforce desirable behaviours for the benefit of society at large. These views were not only against conventional religious and philosophical thought, but also against the continuous mantra that individuals should be free and able to make up their own minds about their actions without interference. Many critics appeared confused about what constitutes reinforcement and Skinner was often portrayed as advocating an overly punitive system of control. In fact, he advocated the use of positive reinforcers and some negative reinforcers. Positive reinforcers comprise tangible benefits (wealth, physical possessions) as well as social approval. Negative reinforcers are consequences which can be avoided by acting in a certain way. Skinner was not a believer in excessive use of punishment but felt people should be ‘shaped’ to behave better. No human being was truly free but made choices based on multiple, complex, and small environmental reinforcers, partially determined by our genetic structure. Dignity was an erroneous idea based on the concept of the ‘inner man’ being responsible for worthy acts as well as misdeeds: “Almost all major problems involve human behavior, and they cannot be solved by physical and biological technology alone. What is needed is a technology of human behavior’.

The relevance of this work over 40 years later is striking. Today, we have the threats of environmental disasters, climate change, multiple wars and a population of over 7 billion. In the Western world we stand firm to the mantra that we must be free and must avoid allowing the politicians to develop a ‘nanny state’. Despite this, when efforts have been made to alter the reinforcers for detrimental human behaviour, such as increasing social isolation of smokers, beneficial effects have been seen. All thinking individuals will resist any extreme introduction of state control and lack of freedom, but maybe the reinforcers are currently stacked to encourage antisocial rather than socially beneficial behaviours. Controversial trials of paying individuals to develop healthier lifestyles and lose weight have been implemented. Indeed, in cognitive-behavioural therapy we are now moving increasingly away from more cognitive models of treatment and back to examining the behavioural routes of many psychiatric syndromes. Perhaps it is time to revisit this thought-provoking and innovative book.
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